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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a mapping between joy, distress,
hope and fear, and Reinforcement Learning primitives. Joy
/ distress is a signal that is derived from the RL update signal, while hope/fear is derived from the utility of the current
state. Agent-based simulation experiments replicate psychological and behavioral dynamics of emotion including: joy
and distress reactions that develop prior to hope and fear;
fear extinction; habituation of joy; and, task randomness
that increases the intensity of joy and distress. This work
distinguishes itself by assessing the dynamics of emotion in
an adaptive agent framework - coupling it to the literature
on habituation, development, and extinction.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Computing Methodologies/Artificial Intelligence]:
Learning

General Terms
Human Factors
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Emotion and reinforcement learning play an important
role in shaping behaviour. Emotions are forms of feedback
about the value of alternative actions [3, 13] and directly
influence action selection, for example through action readiness [7]. Reinforcement Learning (RL) [20] is based on exploration and learning by feedback and relies on a mechanism similar to operant conditioning. The goal for RL is
to inform action selection such that it selects actions that
optimize expected return. There is neurological support for
the idea that animals use RL mechanisms to adapt their
behavior [4, 11]. This results in two important similarities
between emotion and RL: both influence action selection,
and both involve feedback. The link between emotion and
RL is supported neurologically by the relation between the
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orbitofrontal cortex, reward representation, and (subjective)
affective value (see [14]).
While most research on computational modeling of emotion is based on cognitive appraisal theory [9], our work is
different in that we aim to show a direct mapping between
RL primitives and emotions, and assess the validity by replicating psychological findings on emotion dynamics, the latter being an essential difference with [5]. We believe that
before affectively labelling a particular RL-based signal, it
is essential to investigate if that signal behaves according to
what is known in psychology and behavioral science. The
extent to which a signal replicates emotion-related dynamics
found in humans and animals is a measure for the validity
of giving it a particular affective label.
We propose a computational model of joy, distress, hope,
and fear instrumented as a mapping between RL primitives
and emotion labels. Requirements for this mapping were
taken from emotion elicitation literature [12], emotion development[19], and habituation and fear extinction [21, 10].
Using agent-based simulation where an RL-based agent collects rewards in a maze, we show that the emerging emotion
dynamics are consistent with this psychological and behavioral literature.

2. MAPPING EMOTIONS
We propose to map RL primitives (e.g., reward, value,
update signal) to emotion labels, in particular joy/distress
and hope/fear. Such a mapping should honor the fact that
emotions develop. In the first months of infancy, children
exhibit distress and pleasure [19], followed by joy, sadness
and disgust (3 months). This is followed by anger, suprise
then fearfulness, usually reported first at 7 or 8 months.
Further, a mapping of RL primitives to emotion should
be consistent with habituation and extinction. Habituation
is the decrease in intensity of the response to a reinforced
stimulus resulting from that stimulus+reinforcer being repeatedly received, while extinction is the decrease in intensity of a response when a previously conditioned stimulus is
no longer reinforced [10, 21].
Reward, desirability, unexpectedness and habituation all
modulate the intensity of joy [18, 12]. We map joy / distress
as follows:
a

t−1
J(st−1 , at−1 , st ) = (rt + V (st ) − V (st−1 ))(1 − Pst−1
st ) (1)

where J is the joy (or distress, when negative) experienced
after the transition from state st−1 to state st through action
at−1 with V the value and P the probability to end up in

state st . Joy is calculated before updating V (st ).
Hope and fear should emerge after joy and distress, should
be dependent on the expected joy/distress and likelihood of
a future event [12], and should allow fear extinction (e.g,
through a mechanism similar to new learning [10]). We
model the intensity of hope/fear HF as follows:
HF (st ) = V (st )

3.

(2)

VALIDATION

We now briefly report on whether the model adheres to
several important requirements. For details see [8]. We
observed in our agent-based simulation experiments that
joy/distress is the first emotion to be observed followed by
hope/fear. As mentioned earlier, human emotions have an
order in their developent in individuals from simple to complex [19]. We observed joy habituation when the agent was
repeatedly presented with the same reinforcement, and fear
extinction over time due to a mechanism a mechanism similar to new learning [10]. We were unable to confirm if lowered expectation decreases hope and results in a higher intensity for joy/distress [21, 12]. Finally, we were able to
confirm that increasing the unexpectedness of results of actions (by modulating task randomness) also increases the
intensity of the joy/distress emotion [12, 15].

4.

DISCUSSION

We conclude that our model is a plausible RL-based instrumentation for joy/distress and hope/fear. Our results
support the idea that the function of emotion is to provide a
complex feedback signal for an organism to adapt its behavior. We show this feedback signal can be operationalized for
RL agents. This is important for several reasons. First, RLbased models can help understand the relation between emotion and adaptation in animals. The function of emotions
is to provide complex feedback signals aimed at informing
the agent about the current state of affairs during learning
and adaptation [6, 13, 1]. What do such signals look like in
an adaptive agent? If we can operationalize such signals for
RL agents, a popular computational model for reward-based
learning in animals [4, 11], we can computationally tie emotion to adaptation. Second, the emotional state might be
used to increase adaptive potential of artificial agents [16,
17]. Third, from a human-robot interaction point of view
the emotional signal can be expressed to a human observer.
If this signal is grounded in the learning mechanism of the
agent [2] it could help interpret the learning process of the
agent or robot. However, we are aware of the difficulties
of labeling RL-based signals as particular emotions, and we
feel that in general a more structured approach is needed to
develop scenarios (tasks/learning approach/RL parameters)
to test for the plausibility of affective labeling of RL-based
signals.
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